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About the Rise 
Program

Rise provides a unique methodology, an immersive 
environment along with leadership training and 21st

century skills which allows each child to:

o Develop leadership skills and the confidence 
to broaden their opportunities and potential. 

o Use English comfortably in social and academic 
settings

o Think independently and creatively to solve 
problems

Rise is an immersive, subject-based English language and 

leadership training program for children aged 3 to 12 years.

The Rise program is based on proven, award-winning content 

from Houghton  Mifflin Harcourt (HMH), the largest and most 

established K-12 publisher in the world. 



The Rise Difference…
THE CHILD COMES FIRST - ACTIVE LEARNING, 
HANDS-ON APPROACH FOCUSED ON EACH CHILD, covering various activities including, 
reading, interactive workbooks, singing and dancing, role play, projects and 
presentations. 

IMMERSIVE ENGLISH LANGUAGE acquisition is the driving pedagogy of Rise, allowing 
students to learn English as a native speaker.

SUBJECT-BASED LEARNING  gives purpose to language use and improves skills in core 
curriculum subjects: English, math, science, and social science. 

LEADERSHIP TRAINING & 21ST CENTURY SKILLS provide the social, life and work skills 
needed for excelling in life by fostering: project management skills, teamwork, self-
confidence and public speaking skills, collaboration, organisational skills, independent 
thinking and problem-solving application of knowledge (HOTS). 

DISTINCTIVE CENTERS  designed by our in-house architect to encourage learning

AWARD-WINNING, US ACCREDITED PRINT & DIGITAL CONTENT based on foundational 
content from Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HMH), the largest K-12 publisher in the US. 

TECHNOLOGY: (Content,  interactive white boards and learning management) allows 
for scalability, effective tracking of student progress, instruction addressing different 
learning styles and levels and dynamic classroom interaction.

IN-HOUSE ACADEMIC TEAM & INNOVATIVE CONTENT: Academic experts continue to 
assess and innovate content. 

BEST IN CLASS TEACHER TRAINING METHODOLOGY so teachers get a foundation in 
teaching as well as a thorough understanding of how to implement the Rise program.

PROVEN AND MEASURABLE STUDENT OUTCOMES AND SUCCESS: Consistent results 
across multiple jurisdictions/territories to date



Rise is a very different approach than the traditional providers, where the focus 

is more than just acquiring language skills.

What makes us different?
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Our 
Approach

Rise



Leadership 
Training 
Program

Higher Order 
Thinking Skills

Subject Knowledge

Language Acquisition

Creative Learning

Academic Learning

Traditional ELL providers (Kumon etc) focus on the acquisition of the language. In addition to 
the acquisition of the language, Rise focuses on the application of that language and how to 

use that language in the 21st century “real” world. 
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What does this mean?



What are Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS)?

HOTS

** Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001

Traditional ELL was focused on the acquisition of the language 

but no real practical application of what was acquired. 

Through the Rise program we:

 Help children acquire the language through various means 

and delivery such as readers,  textbooks, interactive 

software

 Show our understanding by demonstrating within our 

Practice books and practical lessons in software

 Apply that learning through digital and print based 

reading programs

 Analyze, evaluate and create through the use of writing 

books, homework books and project based learning in 

teams



We recognize 

that not every 

child is the 

same.

As a result:

• Each lesson will have a number of different activities covering the 

same learning objective

• Different activities will include

o Reading 

o Interactive workbooks

o Singing and dancing

o Role lay

o Projects in teams

o Presentations

• By using these different activities, the overall success rate of the 

whole class understanding the learning objective increasing 

exponentially

• These multiple activities are built into the standardized lesson 

plans available to all teachers and the core of our teacher training 

program

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCE THEORY

What makes us different?
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Our content 
and teaching 
methodology

Multiple Intelligence Theory



English is the dominant  international 

language of the 21st century and is spoken 

by a quarter of the world’s population. It is 

also increasingly becoming the language of 

business, communications, science, 

information technology, entertainment and 

diplomacy.

However, the way English is taught has not 

fundamentally changed. 

The Rise Program addresses this need for 

change.

 Focus on grammar and writing

 Focus on memorization of vocabulary

 Teacher-Centered. Learning by “Listen & Repeat”. 

 No connection between print material, subjects and 

classroom activities

 No life skills instruction

 Teachers not trained in the respective program 

delivery

 Active learning – child-centered learning

 Leadership Training, 21st century skills

 Connection between materials and subjects

 Balance between print and technology

 Unique teacher training methodology with clear 

delivery of outcomes

The last 15 years of English            

Language Learning
The Rise Approach

THE 

RISE 

SOLUTION
Thereby creating a global citizen who can:

 Think independently and creatively to solve problems

 Use English in social and academic settings

 Manage projects to produce effective results

 Lead others to reach high goals and expectations

 Become initiators and visionaries

We believe there is a need to change the way we teach children.

What makes us different?
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Our drive for 
innovation and 
driving success in 
education



Stage 
Toddler/Nursery 
Younger

Ages 24-48 
months

Stage Toddler 
Slightly Older 
Ages 4-5

Stage PK Ages 3, 
4

Stage K          
Ages 5, 6

Stage 1          
Ages 6, 7

Stage 2          
Ages 7, 8

Stage 3          
Ages 8, 9

Stage 4          
Ages 9, 10

Nursery/Toddler/Mum & Me 

Pre-Kindergarten

Kindergarten

After School Program 

Our Programs

Students with limited English can enter the Phonics 
Course for Late Beginners.

Short courses

Phonics (Nursery through to Stage 4)

Reading (Kindergarten till Stage 4)



Find out more 
info@risegobal.ie


